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INTRODUCTION

African fashion is as diverse and dynamic as the continent and 
the people who live there. Contemporary African Fashion 
puts Africa at the intersection of world cultures 
and globalized identities, displaying the powerful 
creative force and impact of newly emerging styles. The 
development of fashion datasets has fueled advances in 
clothing recognition but none that we know of at the time of 
this project have representation of what 
contemporary African fashion look like. Our emphasis is on 
contemporary African fashion because Africa is home to some 
of the world’s most dramatic dress practices, including 
textiles, jewelry, coiffures, and there is infinite combinations 
of all these elements. 
 

METHODOLOGY

Link to AFRIFASHION1600 Dataset:https://git.io/JOlxE

1. Data Collection: Images in the AFRIFASHION1600 
dataset were curated from openly available web sources 
like Google images and blogs focused on African fashion.

2. Data Preprocessing:
• Removing skin and background from images
• Resizing images to 128x128x3
• Convert all image formats to .png
• Labelling and renaming files in the format of 

"labelName_id.png"

EXPERIMENT & RESULT

For the purpose of this work, we experimented with 
image classification. The dataset having a total of 
1,600 images in 8 classes is shuffled and split 
equally among classes into train, test, and validation 
with a proportion of 80:10:10 respectively, for the 
classification experiment.

ABSTRACT
This work presents AFRIFASHION1600, an openly accessible 
contemporary African fashion image dataset containing 
1600 samples labelled into 8 classes representing some 
African fashion styles. Each sample is coloured and has an 
image size of 128 x 128. This is a niche dataset that aims to 
improve visibility, inclusion, and familiarity of African 
fashion in computer vision tasks.
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FURTHER IMPROVEMENT

AFRIFASHION40000: A GAN generated African Fashion 
Dataset for Computer Vision


